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Project Details
Name: Mamacita’s
Location: San Antonio, TX

Product Details
Product: SonaSpray “fc”
Color: Twilight Blue

Architect Details
Name: A-3 Studio
Location: Kerrville, TX

Mamacita’s has opened a new restaurant in San Antonio, Texas to take 
advantage of the traditional Mexican atmosphere and the many tourist 
attractions. Designers wanted to provide an escape for guests by taking 
them back to a small cozy Mexican town. An effect that was produced by 
creating building mock-ups for different areas of the restaurant painted 
with vibrant, festive colors.
Designers needed an acoustical material that effectively made the ceiling 
disappear. Acoustic baffles and tiles would have dramatically clashed with 
the visual effect designers were trying to create. SonaSpray ‘fc’ provides 
high acoustical values and did not interfere with the effect. The special 
Twilight Blue color effectively made the ceiling appear as a calm, clear 
evening. In combination, SonaSpray “fc” and the fiber-optic lighting system 
completed the illusion and allows patrons to enjoy a festive clear evening 
in a small Mexican town, even if it is raining outside.
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Acoustic  Solutions
FOR SIMILAR SONASPRAY PROJECTS

Granite City Food & Brewery is a casual restaurant with an on site brewery. One of the 
challenges facing the architect, SJA Architects out of St. Cloud, was controlling reverberation 
(echo time) in the dining area. International Cellulose’s SonaSpray “fc” was chosen to meet 
that challenge. Applied to the ceiling at 3/4” thickness, SonaSpray “fc” provides an overall 
Noise Reduction Coefficient of 0.75 (75%). SonaSpray “fc” was also chosen for its availability 
in custom colors to match the restaurant’s color scheme.

Granite City Food & Brewery Roseville, MN

Colorful Options
SonaSpray “fc” is available in standard 
colors, and can be manufactured in 
custom, integral colors for unlimited 
design options.

Application
SonaSpray is spray-applied, between 
.5” and 1”. It is engineered for application 
to common substrates and can adhere 
to complex or irregular surfaces.

Light Reflectance
SonaSpray White, and SonaSpray Arctic 
White provide high light reflectivity, and 
can be used to maximize day lighting and 
reduce the need for excessive lighting.

Acoustic Performance
SonaSpray is applied in thicknesses 
from .5” up to 1” to provide the desired 
level of acoustical absorption. At 1”, 
SonaSpray provides a NRC of .85.


